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1. Execuve summary
PropelCrypto (PCR) is an ERC20 and BEP20 Token based 
respecvely on the Ethereum and Binanceblockchain, with 
a total supply of 1 quadrillion reduced to 1,000,000,000 
(Aer burn) for ERC20 and 1,000,000,000 for BEP20. Its 
purpose is to serve as Entrepreneurs’Token in Africa and 
beyond, enabling them to hold, own, trade for profit and 
become the engine of empowering financially,a Free 
Tuion Business School for 100% Entrepreneurship. Tuion Business School for 100% Entrepreneurship. 
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In this White Paper, we will cover the following: 
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Introducon
As the third fastest-adopng connent in terms of cryptocurrency, Africa 
represents a unique opportunity for PCR to bring together African 
entrepreneurs and drive the project's success. PCR is designed to appeal to 
African entrepreneurs seeking economic freedom, prosperity, 
andopportunity to generate wealth.
To achieve its goal of mass adopon in Africa and beyond, PCR aims to build To achieve its goal of mass adopon in Africa and beyond, PCR aims to build 
a strong community around the token, using markeng campaigns and taking 
advantage of the rising popularity of cryptocurrency on the connent.

In linewith promong entrepreneurship, PCR seeks to contribute to 
Africa's development by se ng up a Free Tuion Business School for 
100% Entrepreneurship with Business Financing for all students at the 
end of their program. Therefore, PCR will also serve as a means of 
crowdfunding for the Entrepreneurship Business School. Then aer 
lisng on different exchanges, as the token's value rises, investors can use 
their profits to reinvest in their own businesses, support their families 
and friends, and contribute to the economic growth of their 
communies.
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PCR token will be available for purchase and use by anyone 
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2. Technical Details& Audit 
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Blockchain: Ethereum (ERC20) & BSC (BEP20)

Transacons: Wallet must have Ethereum for ERC20 & BNB for BEP20 to pay transacon fees

PCR (ERC20) Maximum Total Supply: 1,000,000,000PCR (Aer burn)

PCR (BEP20) Maximum Total Supply: 1,000,000,000PCR

Recommended Wallets: MetaMask

Trust Wallet

Coinbase Wallet 

ERC20 Smart Contract Address: 0x264Cf2798c7Df1c86E5fe8164FE24aC7532bF624
BEP20 Smart Contract Address: 0xba281683B7917eF27EBED6Dda2839632faDcCddd

Audit:By SpyWolfNetwork 
(hps://github.com/SpyWolfNetwork/Smart_Contract_Audits/blob/main/October_2
023/PropelCrypto_0x264Cf2798c7Df1c86E5fe8164FE24aC7532bF624.pdf) 

Name: PropelCrypto

Symbol: PCR

Decimals: 18

&

PCR (After burn)

PCR

ERC20

BEP20
https://github.com/SpyWolfNetwork/Smart_Contract_Audits/blob/main/November_2023/Proper
Crypto_0xba281683b7917ef27ebed6dda2839632fadccddd.pdf
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3. Tokenomics & Token Ulity 
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Public Sale: 60.00%

Inial Distribuon: Team and Advisors: 20.00%

Early Backers and Investors: 10.00%

Reserve Fund: 10.00%

Token Ulity: 
� Entrepreneurs’ Token: PCR serves as an Entrepreneurs’ Token in Africa. Entrepreneurs � Entrepreneurs’ Token: PCR serves as an Entrepreneurs’ Token in Africa. Entrepreneurs 
can hold and own PCR tokens, trade them for profit, and use them as a means to access 
educaonal resources and support from the Free Tuion Business School for 
Entrepreneurship. 
� Investment Token: PCR can be purchased by investors. Investors can stake their PCR 
tokens in exchange for a Return on Investment (ROI). 
� School Investment Fund: The Entrepreneurship School’s board will use the investment � School Investment Fund: The Entrepreneurship School’s board will use the investment 
fund generated from PCR token staking to invest in various entrepreneurial projects 
iniated by students. These investments aim to generate higher ROI, benefing both 
the investors and the entrepreneurial community.
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 Roadmap For PCR Deployment
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• Release the PCR token on the Ethereum blockchain, with a total supply of 1 
quadrillion.
• Conduct an inial markeng campaign to build awareness of the PCR token among 
African entrepreneurs and investors.
• Launch the PCR website and social media channels to provide informaon and updates 
on the project.

• Build a strong community around the PCR token, using social media, online forums, 
and other channels to connect with African entrepreneurs and investors.
• Distribute the PCR token to early adopters and supporters, using a variety of strategies 
such as airdrops, bounes, ICO (Inial Coin Offering), and referral programs.
• Provide incenves for holding and using the PCR token, such as staking rewards and 
discounts on transacon fees.

Phase 2
Community Building and Token Distribuon (Q2 2023)

Phase 1
Token Launch and Inial Markeng (Q1 2023)

PCR deployment on blockchain
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• Establish partnerships with African businesses, organizaons, and government 
agencies to promote the use of the PCR token and build a strong ecosystem around it.
• Develop a range of use cases and applicaons for the PCR token, such as payment 
systems, remiances, and microlending.
• Work with developers and entrepreneurs to build decentralized applicaons (DApps) 
on top of the PCR token.

• Expand the use of the PCR token to many African countries, using a combinaon of 
online and offline markeng strategies.
• Connue to build partnerships and develop the PCR ecosystem, with a focus on 
creang value for users and driving mass adopon.
• Collaborate with other blockchain projects and organizaons to promote the use of 
cryptocurrency in Africa and support the growth of the wider blockchain ecosystem.
• Launching the Free Tuion Business School for Entrepreneurship.

Note: This roadmap is not definite and may be reviewed depending on various factors.

Phase 4
Expansion and Mass Adopon (2024 and Beyond)

Phase 3
Partnership and Ecosystem Development (Q3& Q42023)
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Despite our good intenon to use PCR to promote entrepreneurship in Africa, the token 
sale does not constute an offer of securies or a promoon, invitaon, or solicitaon 
for investment purposes. The terms of the contribuon are therefore not intended to be 
a financial service offering document or a prospectus. The token offering involves and 
relates to the development and use of experimental soware and technologies that 
may not come to fruion or achieve the objecves specified in the white paper. The 
purchase of tokens represents a high risk to any contributor. Tokens do not represent 
equity, shares, units, royales, or rights to capital, profit, or income in the network or 
soware or in the enty that issues tokens or any other company or intellectual 
property associated with the network or any other public or private enterprise, 
corporaon, foundaon or other enty in any jurisdicon. Please make sure 
youDYOR(Do Your Own Research and due diligence) before taking any acon. 

Team
The Team of this project has been doxxed by FusionTech(hps://fusiontech.live/) 
Link:hps://github.com/fusiontechofficial/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/PropelCry
pto/PropelCrypto%20-%20KYC%20Cerficate.png

PropelCrypto Team

you DYOR
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